Notes

Preface
1. I was tempted during the copy- editing process to introduce various
COVID-19 references into the chapters themselves: for example, comparing
eighteenth- century efforts to alter the “normal” curve of smallpox mortality by
means of the then-new practice of inoculation (see Chapters 1 and 2) with our own
efforts “to flatten the curve” of COVID-19 infections; illustrating my point about
the need of biopolitical campaigns to create “surfaces” that can both track and alter
population-level dynamics (see Chapters 1, 2, 3) with our own often politically contentious efforts to develop contact-tracing systems that can accurately track who has
been infected with COVID-19 and social- distancing protocols that can alter those
infection patterns; and comparing concerns in the eighteenth century about the
effects of smallpox infection on commerce and trade (see Chapters 1 and 5) with our
own efforts to halt COVID-19 infections without simultaneously destroying businesses and national economies. However, I ultimately decided that these parallels
would likely be fairly obvious to readers as well, and so they remain implicit in the
chapters that follow.
2. The intuition that liberatory politics could not be dissociated from collective
healthcare issues—that is, from biopolitics—was shared in the 1960s and 1970s by
feminist groups, the Black Panthers, and gay rights activists, among others. On the
importance of healthcare for 1970s feminist activists, see Sandra Morgen, Into Our
Own Hands: The Women’s Health Movement in the United States, 1969–1990 (New
Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2002); on the Black Panthers, see Alondra
Nelson, Body and Soul: The Black Panther Party and the Fight against Medical Discrimina
tion (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2011); on gay rights activists, see
Melinda Cooper, Family Values: Between Neoliberalism and the New Social Conservatism
(New York: Zone, 2017), 167–214. Cooper provides an illuminating account of how
neoliberals (often working in collaboration with neoconservatives) appropriated
many elements of these movements by endorsing their suspicion of government and
medical and pharmaceutical experts while at the same time dulling or eliminating
their progressive and collectivist dimensions.

Introduction
1. William Wordsworth, Lyrical Ballads, with Other Poems. In Two Volumes, 1st ed.
(London: Printed for T. N. Longman and O. Rees, Pasternoster-Row, 1800), 1:xx, v.
2. See Harold Bloom, “The Internalization of Quest-Romance,” in Romanticism
and Consciousness: Essays in Criticism, ed. Harold Bloom (New York: Norton, 1970),
3–24.
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3. E. M. Forster’s classic account of round and flat characters appears in Aspects
of the Novel (New York: Harvest, 1956), but Deidre Lynch’s The Economy of Character:
Novels, Market Culture, and the Business of Inner Meaning (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1998) provided a much-needed historical contextualization of the
emergence of this distinction. On the increasingly numerous and individualized
populations of nineteenth- century literature, see Alex Woloch, The One vs. the
Many: Minor Characters and the Space of the Protagonist in the Novel (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 2003).
4. On the emergence of our modern concept of “literature,” see Douglas Lane
Patey, “The Eighteenth Century Invents the Canon,” Modern Language Studies 18,
no. 1 (1988): 17–37; M. H. Abrams, Doing Things with Texts: Essays in Criticism and
Critical Theory, ed. Michael Fischer (New York: Norton, 1989), 144–46; John Guillory,
Cultural Capital: The Problem of Literary Canon Formation (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1993), esp. 124–33; Terry Eagleton, Literary Theory: An Introduction,
anniversary ed. (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2008), 1–18; and Raymond Williams,
Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society, rev. ed. (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2015), 134–38. On the rise of the concept of experimental literature, see Robert Mitchell, Experimental Life: Vitalism in Romantic Science and Literature (Baltimore,
MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2014).
5. See Mark Rose, Authors and Owners: The Invention of Copyright (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1993); and James Boyle, Shamans, Software, and
Spleens: Law and the Construction of the Information Society (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1996).
6. See Richard D. Altick, The English Common Reader: A Social History of the Mass
Reading Public, 1800–1900, 2nd ed. (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1998);
and Jon Klancher, The Making of English Reading Audiences, 1790–1832 (Madison:
University of Wisconsin Press, 1987).
7. See E. P. Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class (New York:
Pantheon, 1964); Raymond Williams, The Country and the City (London: Chatto and
Windus, 1973); Ian Watt, The Rise of the Novel: Studies in Defoe, Richardson, and Field
ing (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1957); and Franco Moretti, The Way of
the World: The Bildungsroman in European Culture (London: Verso, 1987).
8. See John B. Bender, Imagining the Penitentiary: Fiction and the Architecture of Mind
in EighteenthCentury England (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987); D. A.
Miller, The Novel and the Police (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988); and
Nancy Armstrong, Desire and Domestic Fiction: A Political History of the Novel (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1987).
9. Watt, The Rise of the Novel, 92; Fredric Jameson, The Political Unconscious: Narra
tive as a Socially Symbolic Act (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1981), 17–102, esp.
34; Armstrong, Desire and Domestic Fiction, 23–24; Miller, The Novel and the Police, x.
10. Michel Foucault, Society Must Be Defended: Lectures at the Collège de France,
1975–76, trans. David Macey (New York: Picador, 2003), 242–43. Foucault distinguished between disciplinary and biopolitical power: “We have . . . two technologies of
power which were established at different times and which were superimposed. One
technique is disciplinary; it centers on the body, produces individualizing effects,
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and manipulates the body as a source of forces that have to be rendered both useful
and docile. And we also have a second technology which is centered not upon the
body but upon life: a technology which brings together the mass effects of a population, which tries to control the series of random events that can occur in a living
mass, a technology which tries to predict the probability of those events (by modifying it, if necessary), or at least tries to compensate for their effects. . . . Both technologies are obviously technologies of the body, but one is a technology in which
the body is individualized as an organism endowed with capacities, while the other
is a technology in which bodies are replaced by general biological processes” (249).
11. Russell Hardin, Liberalism, Constitutionalism, and Democracy (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1999), 43. Hardin claims that political liberalism “began in the
seventeenth century with the effort to establish a secular state in which some religious differences would be tolerated,” while economic liberalism emerged in the
eighteenth century and “came into being without a party or an intellectual agenda”
(42). The “core concern of political liberalism,” Hardin claims, “is the individual,
while the dominant concern in the main, long tradition of economic liberalism that
passes through Smith is focused on the general prosperity of the society, not on individual advantage” (43).
12. Free to Choose: A Personal Statement is the title of Milton and Rose D. Friedman’s extraordinarily successful neoliberal manifesto, first published in 1980 and
subsequently turned into a ten-part US Public Broadcasting Station (PBS) special.
13. Foucault’s approach thus also provides another way of approaching the question of the “communal” dimension of liberal approaches to social relations. For nonFoucauldian discussions of these issues, see L. T. Hobhouse, Liberalism and Other
Writings (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994); Stefan Collini, Liberalism
and Sociology: L. T. Hobhouse and Political Argument in England, 1880–1914 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1979); and Alan Ryan, The Making of Modern Liberalism
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2012), 91–106.
14. Thomas Malthus, An Essay on the Principle of Population, as It Affects the Future
Improvement of Society. With Remarks on the Speculations of Mr. Godwin, M. Condorcet,
and Other Writers (London: J. Johnson, 1798). I return to Malthus’s account of population, as well as competing models of population, in Chapters 1, 2, 3, and 6.
15. This point is arguably implicit in a text such as Armstrong’s, for she contends
that the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century British novel did not mirror an existing
set of norms but rather created new norms, to which readers then conformed. My
focus in this book is upon what we might think of as the conditions of possibility for
such norm creation, and my argument is that these conditions of possibility exceed
the bourgeois, liberal frame within which literary critics have tended to restrict them.
16. Because my goal is to reclaim and rehabilitate biopolitics, rather than liberalism, and to do so by positioning liberalism as simply one mode of biopolitics, my
goals diverge from the Victorian literary critic David Russell’s efforts to “reclaim
or rehabilitate” aspects of Victorian liberalisms eclipsed either in that period or by
subsequent versions of liberalism (most prominently, neoliberalism); David Russell,
“Aesthetic Liberalism: John Stuart Mill as Essayist,” Victorian Studies 56, no. 1
(2013): 7–307. Russell points to David Wayne Thomas’s attempts to revive a liberal
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understanding of agency that keeps its distance from both “liberalism as imperialism or as atomistic individualism” and to Amanda Anderson’s efforts to “recuperat[e]
a liberal ethos of a rigorous critical reason that has been foreclosed by the successes
of laissez-faire neoliberalism and poststructuralist theory alike” (7). Russell himself
describes and promotes a version of “aesthetic liberalism” that, he argues, appears
in John Stuart Mill’s essays. Though I do not seek to reclaim or rehabilitate earlier
liberalisms, the fact that liberalism has grasped, arguably more fully than any other
political tradition, the importance of individual difference for biopolitics means
that my recuperative project also attempts to take seriously the various schools and
histories of liberalism.
17. Samuel Taylor Coleridge and William Wordsworth, Lyrical Ballads, with a
Few Other Poems (London: Printed for J. & A. Arch, Gracechurch- Street, 1798), i;
Edmund Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France, and on the Proceedings in Certain
Societies in London Relative to That Event. In a Letter Intended to Have Been Sent to a
Gentleman in Paris (London: Printed for J. Dodsley, in Pall-Mall, 1790), 188.
18. An important exception is Jerome Christensen, Romanticism at the End of History
(Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000), which takes up explicitly the
question of whether “Romantic liberalism” is an anachronism. Christensen concludes
that, even if it is, we should nevertheless actively engage in such anachronism (see,
e.g., 145–47). Christensen also stresses the different modes of Romantic liberalism (for
example, the “corporate liberalism of Coleridge” versus the “bureaucratic liberalism of
Scott” [8]), and his interest in “formulat[ing] a policy of cryptoliberalism that will
motivate . . . a reconsideration of the kind of work that humanists should be doing” (8)
resonates with my own interest in rethinking liberalism and biopolitics. Other recent
discussions of relationships between Romanticism and liberalism include Peter L.
Thorslev Jr., “Post-Waterloo Liberalism: The Second Generation,” Studies in Romanti
cism 28, no. 3 (1989): 437–61; Jonathan David Gross, Byron: The Erotic Liberal (Lanham,
MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2001); Julie Murray, “Company Rules: Burke, Hastings,
and the Specter of the Modern Liberal State,” EighteenthCentury Studies 41, no. 1
(2007): 55–69; Anne Frey, British State Romanticism: Authorship, Agency, and Bureaucratic
Nationalism (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2010); Brent Lewis Russo,
“Romantic Liberalism,” PhD diss., University of California–Irvine, 2014; Daniel
Stout, Corporate Romanticism: Liberalism, Justice, and the Novel (New York: Fordham
University Press, 2017); and Jamison Kantor, “Immortality, Romanticism, and the
Limit of the Liberal Imagination,” PMLA 133, no. 3 (2018): 508–25. Scholars have
more often linked Geman Romanticism to liberalism, though often by distinguishing
Romanticism from liberalism and conservatism; see, for example, Frederick C. Beiser,
Enlightenment, Revolution, and Romanticism: The Genesis of Modern German Political
Thought, 1790–1800 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1992). The relevant
philosophical, historical, and literary-critical scholarship on eighteenth-, nineteenth-,
and twentieth-century liberalism is vast, but I have found the following particularly
helpful. Pierre Manent’s An Intellectual History of Liberalism (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 1994) and Ryan’s The Making of Modern Liberalism provide good
philosophical-historical accounts of liberalism. Collini’s Liberalism and Sociology,
Michael Freeden’s The New Liberalism: An Ideology of Social Reform (Oxford: Oxford
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University Press, 1986), and Mitchell Dean’s The Constitution of Poverty: Toward a Gene
alogy of Liberal Governance (New York: Routledge, 1991) are helpful intellectualhistorical accounts of eighteenth- to early-twentieth-century liberalisms. On the
historical consolidation of the trinity of the “ideologies” of liberalism, conservatism,
and Marxism in the nineteenth century, see Immanuel Maurice Wallerstein’s Unthink
ing Social Science: The Limits of NineteenthCentury Paradigms (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2001) and The Modern WorldSystem IV: Centrist Liberalism Triumphant,
1789–1914 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2011). On the importance of built
environments and technologies for liberalism, see Chris Otter, “Making Liberal
Objects: British Techno-Social Relations, 1800–1900,” Cultural Studies 21, no. 4–5
(2007): 570–90; and Chris Otter, The Victorian Eye: A Political History of Light and Vision
in Britain, 1800–1910 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008). On whether there
is a specifically “liberal” aesthetics, see Lionel Trilling, The Liberal Imagination (New
York: NYRB, 2008); Russell, “Aesthetic Liberalism”; and Amanda Anderson, Bleak
Liberalism (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2016). For an account of the ways
that the inherent paradoxes of the classical liberal, tort-based legal order led directly
to population-based (and hence biopolitical) social insurance systems in the United
States, see John Fabian Witt, The Accidental Republic: Crippled Workingmen, Destitute
Widows, and the Remaking of American Law (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
2004). I have also profited immensely from Domenico Losurdo, Liberalism: A Counter
History, trans. Gregory Elliott (New York: Verso, 2011), which develops a wellresearched and compelling account of liberalism always having been committed to a
division between the small number of those “fit” for individual liberty and the much
greater number of human beings who must be ruled in illiberal ways in order to
secure freedom for the privileged few. I note at several points in this book the convergence between Losurdo’s history of liberalism and Esposito’s account of the “immunitary logic” of modernity, to which I return in this introduction.
19. See, e.g., Manent, An Intellectual History of Liberalism; and Ryan, The Making
of Modern Liberalism.
20. John Stuart Mill, “Autobiography,” in Collected Works of John Stuart Mill, 33
vols., ed. John M. Robson (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1963–1991),
1:149–53; and John Stuart Mill, On Liberty, in Collected Works, 18:261–62, 300. I
discuss Mill at length in Chapter 5.
21. Recent examples of Victorian literary critical interest in liberalism include
Lauren M. E. Goodlad, Victorian Literature and the Victorian State: Character and Gover
nance in a Liberal Society (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2003);
Elaine Hadley, Living Liberalism: Practical Citizenship in MidVictorian Britain (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2010); and Kathleen Frederickson, The Ploy of Instinct:
Victorian Sciences of Nature and Sexuality in Liberal Governance (New York: Fordham
University Press, 2014). The centrality of liberalism for Victorian literary scholars is
partly explained by the fact that it was during this literary period that members of a
political party began referring to themselves as “Liberals” and created an explicitly
titled “Liberal Party” in 1859. However, to restrict liberalism to the emergence of a
party bearing that name risks discounting the long history of earlier uses of the term
“liberal” as well as the importance of “the emancipatory movements of the liberals in
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Spain and the insurgents in Italy and Greece, which erupted in the second and third
decades of the nineteenth century and which were supported spiritually and materially by Shelley, Byron, Hazlitt, and Hunt.” Christensen, Romanticism at the End of
History, 146. Focusing on the emergence of the Liberal political party also risks
missing the earlier development of those concepts and techniques that were adopted
by the Liberal Party. For a brief, but helpful, account of uses of the term “liberal”
in the late eighteenth century as both an adjective (e.g., “a liberal system of policy”)
and a nominative (e.g., a 1780 letter in the Pennsylvania Packet advocated for the
abolition of slavery and was signed “A Liberal”), see Losurdo, Liberalism, 58–59,
241–46.
22. In 1970, Carl Woodring described his book Politics in English Romantic Poetry
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1970) as in part a response to “the oddity that almost all students of English literature equated romanticism with revolt and
that almost all social scientists equated romanticism with conservative reaction”
(vii). Woodring’s work, as well as subsequent accounts of the politics of English
Romantic poetry by other critics, shifted the disciplinary split that Woodring noted
into Romantic literary criticism itself, in the sense that Romantic literary critics
often subsequently sought to determine when a given poet shifted his political allegiances from radical to conservative (e.g., Nicholas Roe, Wordsworth and Coleridge:
The Radical Years [New York: Oxford University Press, 1990]), or whether a poet
earlier taken as radical was in fact always a conservative (e.g., James K. Chandler,
Wordsworth’s Second Nature: A Study of the Poetry and Politics [Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1984]), or what kinds of text ought properly to be called radical (e.g.,
Kevin Gilmartin, Print Politics: The Press and Radical Opposition in EarlyNineteenth
Century England [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996]).
23. Ryan, The Making of Modern Liberalism, 21.
24. Ryan contrasts classical liberalism—which includes Locke and Smith but also
the twentieth-century economist Friedrich Hayek—with “modern liberalism,” exemplified by authors such as John Stuart Mill and L. T. Hobhouse. Ryan suggests that
modern liberals were committed not simply to the premise that each individual ought
to determine his or her own best interests but also believed that the individual—and
society more generally—should “progress,” which required that the individual be free
from “the fear of hunger, unemployment, ill health, and a miserable old age,” and that
the individual perpetually seek to improve herself. As Ryan notes, these positions
tended to encourage support for a powerful state focused on the welfare of its citizens
and hence undercut the position that property is “sacrosanct.” Ryan, The Making of
Modern Liberalism, 25.
25. My Foucault-inspired approach to liberalism leaves me unconvinced by
attempts to distinguish between “political” and “economic” liberalism. As I noted
above, Hardin distinguishes in Liberalism, Constitutionalism, and Democracy between
“political liberalism” (the “core concern” of which is the individual) and “economic
liberalism” (which focuses “on the general prosperity of the society, not on individual advantage” [43]). Such an attempt to distinguish between these two modes of
liberalism obscures the fact that key “political” liberal theorists such as John Locke
and John Stuart Mill were also economic theorists/liberals. More important, this
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distinction also overlooks the political implications of the epistemological shift
stressed by Foucault, which is common to both Hardin’s political and economic
liberalisms, and suggests that, rather than being fully distinct modes of liberalism,
political and economic liberalisms instead are simply two different tactics for achieving the same end of limiting sovereign power.
26. See, e.g., Sara Emilie Guyer, Reading with John Clare: Biopoetics, Sovereignty,
Romanticism (New York: Fordham University Press, 2015); Ron Broglio, Beasts of Bur
den: Biopolitics, Labor, and Animal Life in British Romanticism (Albany: State University
of New York Press, 2017); Amy Mallory-Kani, “ ‘Contagious Air(s)’: Wordsworth’s
Poetics and Politics of Immunity,” European Romantic Review 26, no. 6 (2015): 699–
717; and the essays collected in the “Romanticism and Biopolitics” Praxis Series special issue of Romantic Circles (https://www.rc.umd.edu/praxis/biopolitics).
27. In her astute “Response” in the “Romanticism and Biopolitics” Praxis Series
special issue of Romantic Circles, Eva Geulen makes a similar point, noting that
though “many analyses tend to use the perspective of biopolitics to indict or, at least,
challenge the cherished icons of the Romantic tradition,” the “authors collected in
this volume are determined to relieve Romanticism from any biopolitical charges
and suspicions” (para. 7).
28. See Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life, trans. Daniel
Heller-Roazen (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1998); and Giorgio Agamben, Remnants of Auschwitz: The Witness and the Archive (New York: Zone, 1999).
29. See especially Roberto Esposito, Bíos: Biopolitics and Philosophy, trans. Timothy
Cambell (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2008); Roberto Esposito,
Immunitas: The Protection and Negation of Life, trans. Zakiya Hanafi (Malden: Polity,
2011); and Roberto Esposito, Third Person: Politics of Life and Philosophy of the Imper
sonal, trans. Zakiya Hanafi (Malden: Polity, 2012).
30. Esposito, Bíos, 56.
31. I also find helpful Alexander G. Weheliye’s critique of the color-blindness of
several important existing accounts of biopolitics, especially that developed by Agamben; see his Habeas Viscus: Racializing Assemblages, Biopolitics, and Black Feminist Theo
ries of the Human (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2014). However, the notable
absence of Esposito from Weheliye’s critique encourages my sense that Esposito
resolves some of those difficulties in Agamben’s approach to which Weheliye points.
32. Benjamin Constant’s 1819 “The Liberty of the Ancients Compared with
That of the Moderns,” in Political Writings (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1988), 308–28, provides the classic liberal distinction between ancient and modern
senses of liberty.
33. Esposito, Bíos, 70.
34. As Esposito stresses in Bíos (70–71), even the supposedly “positive” liberty
described by Isaiah Berlin in his famous “Two Concepts of Liberty” essay is a fundamentally negative concept, defined primarily by what one wishes to avoid (in Berlin’s
words, “external forces of any kind,” 178).
35. Esposito’s own understanding of the relationship of liberalism and biopolitics is
not entirely clear, in part because Bíos and Third Person present significantly different
accounts of this relation. In Bíos, Esposito claims that liberalism’s innate “tendency to
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intervene legislatively” and its commitment to self-preservation ensured that “liberal
individualism” transformed into nationalism in the nineteenth century and into totalitarianism in the twentieth century (76). This minimal (and, to my eyes, not convincing) account of the transformation of liberalism into totalitarianism is rejected in Third
Person, in which Esposito contends that “liberalism . . . came out as the real winner in
the epochal double battle against Nazism and communism,” and as a consequence, we
must not “blur the clear boundary that separates the bio-thanatopolitics of the Nazi
State from the individual biopolitics of the liberal type, which represents its clear
reversal. While the first is based on an increasingly totalized restriction of freedom,
the second is devoted to the progressive expansion of freedom. But it does remain
bound to the same imperative, which is to manage life productively: in the first case,
to benefit the racial body of the chosen people; and in the second, to benefit the body
of the individual subject who becomes its master” (91). This latter understanding of
the biopolitical constellation of liberalism is much more convincing and guides my
reflections in subsequent chapters.
36. Esposito, Bíos, 12. With that said, Esposito does approach something like a
positive claim about immunity and biopolitics in the final chapter of Immunitas,
145–77.
37. My approach also aligns with an apparent shift in Michel Foucault’s thinking,
for though in The Birth of Biopolitics: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1978–79, trans.
Graham Burchell, ed. Michel Senellart (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008) he
positioned “liberalism as the general framework of biopolitics” (22n), he sought in
his later lecture series, devoted to practices of “the care of the self,” to theorize
something like an affirmative biopolitics. On this point, see especially Thomas
Lemke, “Beyond Foucault: From Biopolitics to the Government of Life,” in Gov
ernmentality: Current Issues and Future Challenges, ed. Ulrich Bröckling, Susanne
Krasmann, and Thomas Lemke (New York: Routledge, 2011); and Miguel Vatter,
“Foucault and Hayek: Republican Law and Civil Society,” in The Government of Life:
Foucault, Biopolitics, and Neoliberalism, ed. Vanessa Lemm and Miguel Vatter (New
York: Fordham University Press, 2014), 163–84.
38. Useful accounts of the origins and nature of neoliberalism include Foucault,
The Birth of Biopolitics, 51ff.; Philip Mirowski and Dieter Plehwe, eds., The Road from
Mont Pèlerin: The Making of the Neoliberal Thought Collective (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2009); and Philip Mirowski, Never Let a Serious Crisis Go to
Waste: How Neoliberalism Survived the Financial Meltdown (New York: Verso, 2014).
David Harvey’s A Brief History of Neoliberalism (New York: Oxford University Press,
2005) provides a helpful historical account of neoliberalism, though Harvey is not
convinced of the utility of the term itself.
39. Mirowski discusses some reasons for this in Never Let a Serious Crisis Go to
Waste; see also Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism, 1st
ed. (New York: Metropolitan, 2007).
40. For an overview of the logic of smartness, see Orit Halpern, Robert Mitchell,
and Bernard Dionysius Geoghagen, “The Smartness Mandate: Notes toward a Critique,” Grey Room 68 (2017): 106–29.
41. The influence of Newton was often explicit, as in David Hume’s approving
citation in the Enquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals (London: Printed for
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A. Millar, 1751) of “Newton’s second rule of philosophizing”: that is, “where any
principle has been found to have great Force and Energy in one Instance, to
ascribe to it a like Energy in all similar Instances” (61). For a helpful discussion of
the ways that political economists such as Hume and Adam Smith both followed
but also departed from Newton’s method, see Leonidas Montes, “Newton’s Real
Influence on Adam Smith and Its Context,” Cambridge Journal of Economics 32
(2008): 555–76.
42. John Arbuthnot, Mr. Maitland’s Account of Inoculating the Smallpox Vindicated,
from Dr. Wagstaffe’s Misrepresentations of That Practice, with Some Remarks on Mr.
Massey’s Sermon (London: Printed and sold by J. Peele, at Lock’s Head in
Paternoster-Row, 1722), 39. I return to these debates about smallpox inoculation in
Chapters 1 and 5.
43. Philip Mirowski has documented in More Heat Than Light: Economics as Social
Physics; Physics as Nature’s Economics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989)
the ways that late-nineteenth- century economists sought to secure economics as a
science by drawing on the theoretical frameworks and equations of physics. These
economists argued that though authors such as Hume, Smith, and Malthus had
aspired to create a real science, they had unfortunately lacked the mathematical skills
and tools to do so. In Machine Dreams: Economics Becomes a Cyborg Science (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002) and Never Let a Serious Crisis Go to Waste,
Mirowski tracks the subsequent (and never resolved) battles of twentieth- century
and twenty-first- century economists to present their project as really a “hard”
natural science.
44. Michel Foucault, “Sexuality and Solitude,” in The Essential Works of Fou
cault, 1954–1984, vol. 1: Ethics, ed. Paul Rabinow (New York: The New Press, 1997),
177. Foucault explicitly distinguished technologies of the self from “techniques that
permit one to determine the conduct of individuals”—that is, from “techniques of
domination,” which have traditionally been the focus of Marxist analyses (but also,
as Foucault notes, of his own earlier accounts of “discipline” in a work such as Dis
cipline and Punish). Foucault developed brief discussions of governmentality in his
lectures “Governmentality,” in The Essential Works of Foucault, 1954–1984, vol. 3:
Power, ed. James D. Faubion (New York: The New Press, 2000), 201–22; and
“ ‘Omnes et Singulatim,’ ” in Essential Works, 3:298–325; and extensive analyses of
different ancient and early Christian practices of self- government in the lecture
series On the Government of the Living: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1979–80, trans.
Graham Burchell, ed. Michel Senellart (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014);
Hermeneutics of the Subject: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1981–82, trans. Graham
Burchell, ed. Frédéric Gros (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005); The Govern
ment of Self and Others: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1982–83, trans. Graham
Burchell, ed. Frédéric Gros (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011); and The Cour
age of the Truth: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1983–1984, trans. Graham Burchell,
ed. Frédéric Gros (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011).
45. See especially Lemke, “Beyond Foucault”; and Thomas Lemke, “The Risks
of Security: Liberalism, Biopolitics, and Fear,” in The Government of Life: Foucault,
Biopolitics, and Neoliberalism, ed. Vanessa Lemm and Miguel Vatter (New York:
Fordham University Press, 2014), 59–74.
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1. Biopolitics, Populations, and the Growth of Genius
1. Michel Foucault reflects on biopolitics in Society Must Be Defended: Lectures at
the Collège de France, 1975–76, trans. David Macey (New York: Picador, 2003); in
Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1977–78, trans. Graham
Burchell, ed. Michel Senellart (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007); and in The
Birth of Biopolitics: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1978–79, trans. Graham Burchell,
ed. Michel Senellart (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008), which latter also contains his most extensive discussion of liberalism.
2. Frances Ferguson developed an early, important discussion of eighteenthcentury population theory and literature in “Malthus, Godwin, Wordsworth, and
the Spirit of Solitude,” in Literature and the Body: Essays on Populations and Persons, ed.
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the perspective of evolutionary populations in what follows.
25. Ian Watt, The Rise of the Novel: Studies in Defoe, Richardson, and Fielding
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to reassure its readers that the events it depicts are simply an anomalous “case,” out
of keeping with the flow of history; in this way, the novel validates the dominant
normative beliefs of early nineteenth- century social relations. Franco Moretti, Signs
Taken for Wonders, rev. ed. (New York: Verso, 1988), 89.
29. Though Shelley engaged the topic of population in Frankenstein indirectly via
Victor’s reflections on the consequences of reproduction, she engaged the term and
concept much more explicitly in her third novel, The Last Man (1826; Peterborough:
Broadview, 1996). This novel begins with Lionel Verney’s quasi-political arithmetical reflection that though England is tiny when compared to the rest of the globe,
“yet, when balanced in the scale of mental power, [it] far outweighed countries of
larger extent and more numerous population” (7). The novel then tracks the effects
of a plague that destroys more and more of the global human population, first to the
point that the narrator lives “on an earth whose diminished population a child’s
arithmetic might number” (306) and then to the point that Verney is literally the last
man. This plot provides Shelley with many occasions to discuss epidemic-related
population measures and to make more general reflections on populations (in addition to the references cited previously, see esp. 17, 31, 82, 117, 153, 179, 185, 186, 187,
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McKeon, The Origins of the English Novel, 1600–1740 (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1987), 410; and William Park, “What Was New About the ‘New
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1990), 176–80.
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42. See Franco Moretti’s Signs Taken for Wonders, 262–78; “The Slaughterhouse
of Literature,” Modern Language Quarterly 61, no. 1 (2000): 207–27; Graphs, Maps,
Trees: Abstract Models for a Literary History (New York: Verso, 2005); and Distant
Reading (New York: Verso, 2013).
43. Moretti narrates this story in the headnotes to the essays collected in Distant
Reading, esp. 1–2, 63–65, 121–22, 37–38. See also Signs Taken for Wonders, 262–78;
“The Slaughterhouse of Literature”; and Graphs, Maps, Trees. Moretti explicitly references Mayr’s accounts of evolution, populations, and speciation in Graphs, Maps,
Trees, 76, 90; and Distant Reading, 148–49, 179.
44. Moretti, Signs Taken for Wonders, 265. More specifically, Moretti contended
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45. In his Atlas of the European Novel, 1800–1900 (New York: Verso, 1998), Franco
Moretti also read markets through the lens of evolution, though in this case much
more implicitly, limiting himself to the use of Stephen Jay Gould’s account of the
limits on the number of biological species within a habitat (159).
46. Moretti, Graphs, Maps, Trees, 3–33.
47. In Graphs, Maps, Trees, Moretti also used the model of speciation to explain
the movement, during the nineteenth century, of the literary device of free indirect
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3. Freed Indirect Discourse: Biopolitics, Population,
and the Nineteenth-Century Novel
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78, trans. Graham Burchell, ed. Michel Senellart (New York: Palgrave Macmillan,
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Demographic Thought,” in Mercantilism Reimagined: Political Economy in Early Modern
Britain and Its Empire, ed. Philip J. Stern and Carl Wennerlind (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 25–45; Charlotte Sussman, “The Colonial Afterlife of Political
Arithmetic: Swift, Demography, and Mobile Populations,” Cultural Critique 56
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6. Foucault, Security, Territory, Population, 62–63.
7. See Foucault, Security, Territory, Population, 30–79.
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of the Royal Society, see Genevieve Miller, The Adoption of Inoculation for Smallpox in
England and France (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1957), 100–133,
esp. 111–23.
9. Michel Foucault, “Sexuality and Solitude,” in The Essential Works of Foucault,
1954–1984, vol. 1: Ethics, ed. Paul Rabinow (New York: The New Press, 1997), 177.
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tagonist in the Novel (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2003), 32.
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between George Eliot’s desire in her novels “to preserve a singular protagonist and
to extend narrative attention to a broad mass of characters” and what he describes as
John Stuart Mill’s “strange compromise position on universal suffrage” (31), according to which Mill wished to grant the right to vote to “every adult human being”
but proposed to weight those votes according to the voter’s knowledge (32). “Mill,”
Woloch writes, “imagines a franchise that is both stratified and universal: all citizens
would receive voting power but to unequal degrees, just as Middlemarch includes
many characters, while configuring them in various ways” (31–32). Yet Woloch does
not comment at all on Mill’s restriction of voters to adult human beings, nor does he
even consider nonhuman agents in the novels that he discusses. While Woloch’s
emphasis is valid for a novel such as Middlemarch, since Eliot resolutely restricts her
agents to human beings, it does not work for many other nineteenth- century
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12. For Zola’s own democratic political leanings, see Susanna Barrows, Distorting
Mirrors: Visions of the Crowd in Late NineteenthCentury France (New Haven, CT: Yale
University Press, 1981), 93–113.
13. Émile Zola, Germinal, ed. and trans. Roger Pearson (New York: Penguin,
2004), 510; French original in Les RougonMacquart, histoire naturelle et sociale d’une
famille sous le Second Empire, 5 vols., ed. Armand Lanoux and Henri Mitterand (Paris:
Bibliothéque de la Pléiade), 1571.
14. In Germinal, the hereditary crack is described as “la lésion héréditaire” (1571),
while in La bête humaine (The Human Beast), it is described as a “fêlure héréditaire”
(La bête humaine, in Les RougonMacquart, 1043; ed. and trans. Roger Pearson
[Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009]). Further references to the French originals
of Germinal and La bête humaine will be noted parenthetically following the English
page numbers. On the nature and role of hereditary cracks in Zola’s work, see Gilles
Deleuze’s appendix on “Zola and the Crack-Up” in The Logic of Sense, trans. Mark
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Lester with Charles Stivale, ed. Constantin V. Boundas (New York: Columbia University Press, 1990), 321–33.
15. Daniel Defoe, Robinson Crusoe: An Authoritative Text, Contexts, Criticism, ed.
Michael Shinagel (New York: Norton, 1994), 4, 13; Herman Melville, MobyDick:
A Norton Critical Edition, ed. Hershel Parker (New York: Norton, 2018), 158, 148.
16. My approach has been assisted by recent literary-critical work on the role of
population models within eighteenth-century fiction and prose, such as Charlotte
Sussman’s Peopling the World: Representing Human Mobility from Milton to Malthus
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2020), and on the role of populationbased statistics within Victorian fiction, such as Jesse Rosenthal, “The Large Novel
and the Law of Large Numbers; Or, Why George Eliot Hates Gambling,” ELH 77
(2010): 777–811; Emily Steinlight, “Dickens’s ‘Supernumeraries’ and the Biopolitical
Imagination of Victorian Fiction,” Novel: A Forum on Fiction 43, no. 2 (2010): 227–50;
and Nancy Armstrong and Len Tennenhouse, Novels in the Time of Democratic Writing:
The American Example (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2018).
17. Frank Norris, The Octopus: A Story of California (New York: Bantam, 1971), 39.
18. Theodore Dreiser, The Financier (New York: Penguin, 2008), 3. My interest
in animals as minor characters is indebted to earlier historical and literary- critical
work on the role of animals in nineteenth- century literature, including Harriet
Ritvo, The Animal Estate: The English and Other Creatures in the Victorian Age (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1987); Deborah Denenholz Morse and Martin A. Danahay, Victorian Animal Dreams: Representations of Animals in Victorian
Literature and Culture (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007); James Turner, Reckoning with the
Beast: Animals, Pain, and Humanity in the Victorian Mind (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980); and Christine Kenyon-Jones, Kindred Brutes: Animals in
RomanticPeriod Writing (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2001). Yet because I see plants, diseases,
and transportation technologies as equally likely minor characters in nineteenthcentury novels, the lens through which I consider animals as characters differs from
much of the work listed here. In thinking about these literary examples, I have
found especially useful Phillip Thurtle’s discussion of trotter horses in Wharton’s
The Age of Innocence and the squid and the lobster in Dreiser’s The Financier. Phillip
Thurtle, The Emergence of Genetic Rationality: Space, Time, and Information in American
Biological Science, 1870–1920 (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2007). Thurtle
helpfully demonstrates how the animals in these novels are connected to larger questions of populations, breeding, heredity, and the emerging sciences of genetics. I
have also found useful Ivan Kreilkamp, “Dying Like a Dog in Great Expectations,” in
Morse and Danahay, Victorian Animal Dreams, 81–94 (in part because Kreilkamp
explicitly connects animals to Woloch’s concept of minor characters); and Ron Broglio, Beasts of Burden: Biopolitics, Labor, and Animal Life in British Romanticism (Albany:
State University of New York Press, 2017).
19. Frances Ferguson argues that, for the Russian formalists, “agency became
such a capacious and formally empty notion that one no longer needed human actors
or characters to achieve it; animals and pots and kettles could carry the narrative
action as well as a human could. Action, in other words, displaced character, and any
sense of characterological depth looked misplaced in an analysis in which both
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animals and inanimate objects might play active roles.” Frances Ferguson, “Jane
Austen, Emma, and the Impact of Form,” Modern Language Quarterly 61, no. 1 (2000):
158. Ferguson’s larger argument is that Foucauldian-inspired literary criticism has
followed the same route of “dispatch[ing] character to the shadows” (158), for “discursive regimes . . . become the pots and kettles of Proppian analysis, the actors that
make it clear that activity in no way requires actual persons” (158–59). See also
Woloch’s discussion of the antinomy between structuralist and referential approaches
to novels in The One vs. the Many, 15–16.
20. Zola, Germinal, 60 [1182], 501–2 [1564], my emphasis.
21. Since Woloch takes for granted that all characters are humans, he does not
engage the basic question of how one identifies a novelistic character and from what
other novelistic elements a character might be distinguished. Kreilkamp, who is
interested in treating animals as minor characters, in Woloch’s sense of that term,
engages this question more fully. However, Kreilkamp arguably also begs this question via his claim that “animals in the Victorian period . . . are often treated as semihuman in the realm of culture and as semi- characters in the realm of literature”
(82–86). He suggests that this is a consequence of the fact that some animals in
novels are given nicknames and something like speech is attributed to them and of
the fact that minor human and animal characters both appear and disappear suddenly and without explanation. I agree with this analysis and see these as good reasons to engage animals as characters. Yet it is not clear from this account why names
and speech are the minimum criteria for character, nor whether Kreilkamp believes
that any novelistic entities that have at least some of these same characteristics (names
and attributed speech) should also be understood as characters. For example, the coal
mine in Zola’s Germinal is given a name and attributed something like intentionality,
but it is not clear to me whether Kreilkamp would therefore understand that entity
as a minor character.
22. Woloch, The One vs. the Many, 13.
23. As Kreilkamp astutely notes, a novelist’s decision to name and attribute subjective interiority to nonhuman entities, especially animals, could in some cases
determine the genre of the text: “When pets and especially dogs feature as characters in Victorian narratives, those narratives tend to fall into the orbit of one of two
minor generic categories, either children’s literature or the anecdote” (83). I am
interested here in uses of nonhuman characters that did not relegate novels to these
“minor” genres.
24. Zola, La Bête Humaine, 147 [1128].
25. Thomas Mann, Buddenbrooks, trans. John E. Woods (New York: Vintage,
1993), 725–26; German original from Buddenbrooks (Frankfurt am Main: Fischer
Taschenbuch Verlag, 1989), 754.
26. Because I define characters in terms of explicitly attributed agency, I read the
coal mine of Germinal as failing to rise to the level of character, for seeming attributions of agency are nearly always qualified as subjective illusions, as the italicized
words in the following quotations suggest: “the pit looked to [Etienne] like some
monstrous and voracious beast [lui semblait avoir un air mauvais de bête goulue]
crouching there ready to gobble everyone up” (Zola, Germinal, 7 [1135], my italics);
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the sound of steam hissing is “as though [qui était comme] the monster were congested and fighting for breath” (8 [1136], my italics). By contrast, the narrator
directly attributes agency to the mob (la bande/la foule) of striking mineworkers and
their families: “And so, out on the open plain that lay white with frost beneath the
pale winter sun, the mob [la bande] departed [s’en allait] along the road, spilling out
on both sides into the fields of beets” (330 [1417]); “The crowd, easily led, [La foule
entraînée], was already turning, even though Étienne protested and begged them
not to stop the drainage” (331 [1418]). For the roles of crowds and mobs in
nineteenth- century British and French literature, see John Plotz, The Crowd: British
Literature and Public Politics (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2007); and Barrows, Distorting Mirrors, respectively.
27. See Émile Zola, “The Experimental Novel,” in The Experimental Novel and
Other Essays (New York: Haskell House, 1964), 1–54.
28. As Woloch beautifully demonstrates in The One vs. the Many, the “realistic”
referential dimension of novelistic characters does not prevent these latter from
bearing allegorical and symbolic meanings (18–20). To extend Woloch’s analysis, in
Germinal, Battle can both refer literally to the use of animal labor in mines and serve
as an allegory of the “animalization” of human laborers.
29. Bruno Latour, The Pasteurization of France, trans. Alan Sheridan and John Law
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1988), 159.
30. Significantly, Latour begins The Pasteurization of France by drawing explicitly
and heavily on the account of a battle that Leo Tolstoy developed in his novel War
and Peace (3–5).
31. For Lukács’s attacks on Zola, see Georg Lukàcs, “Narrate or Describe?,” in
Writer & Critic and Other Essays, ed. A. D. Kahn (New York: Universal Library, 1971),
110–48; and the chapters on Zola in Georg Lukács, Studies in European Realism, trans.
Edith Bone (New York: Howard Fertig, 2002).
32. Lukàcs, “Narrate or Describe?,” 123.
33. Dorrit Cohn, Transparent Minds: Narrative Modes for Presenting Consciousness in
Fiction (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1978). My approach to free indirect discourse here has more in common with Ann Banfield’s suggestion in Unspeak
able Sentences: Narration and Representation in the Language of Fiction (Boston: Routledge
& Kegan Paul, 1982) that free indirect discourse often produces “unspeakable sentences,” though I do not adopt Banfield’s structuralist approach. Both Cohn and Banfield refer to “free indirect style,” rather than “free indirect discourse.” For reasons
that will become clear in what follows, I stress the discursive, rather than stylistic,
dimension of this literary device and so use the term free indirect discourse, which
keeps the focus on differences among direct discourse, indirect discourse, and free
indirect discourse.
34. Jane Austen, Emma: An Authoritative Text, Contexts, Criticism, ed. George
Justice (New York, Norton, 2012), 15.
35. This developmental telos established by the narrator’s use of free indirect discourse also helps us understand why Mr. Knightley is, ultimately, the proper object
of Emma’s love within the novel, for Mr. Knightley’s style and mode of observations
come closest to those of the narrator.
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36. I find useful Erich Auerbach’s classic claim in Mimesis: The Representation of
Reality in Western Literature (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1953), 482–86,
about the “bitter” emotional atmosphere that pervades a dinner between Emma
Bovary and her husband in Flaubert’s Madame Bovary. Auerbach stressed that this
description is not a “representation of the content of Emma’s consciousness, of what
she feels as she feels it.” Though Emma “doubtless has such a feeling [of bitterness],”
“if she wanted to express it, it would not come out like that; she has neither the
intelligence nor the cold candor of self-accounting necessary for such a formulation.” This passage is instead Flaubert’s narrator “bestow[ing] the power of mature
expression upon the material which [Emma Bovary] affords. . . . If Emma could do
this herself, she would no longer be what she is, she would have outgrown herself
and thereby saved herself ” (484). Because Auerbach noted that we do not encounter
here a “representation of the content of Emma’s consciousness, of what she feels as
she feels it,” he then understandably concluded that this should not be understood as
an instance of “erlebte Rede” (i.e., free indirect discourse) (485). My point, though, is
that free indirect discourse should be understood in a broader sense, as giving voice
to any forces that impinge upon consciousness.
37. Zola, La Bête Humaine, 60 [1050].
38. Deleuze, The Logic of Sense, 321, 324–25.
39. My thanks to Robert Fellman for pointing out that The Masterpiece illustrates
this point better than does The Belly of Paris.
40. For a helpful discussion of the political and judicial institutions against which
The Human Beast was directed, see Roger Pearson’s introduction to Zola, La Bête
Humaine, xxiv–xxix.
41. Casey Finch and Peter Bowen, in “ ‘The Tittle-Tattle of Highbury’: Gossip
and the Free Indirect Style in Emma,” Representations 31 (1990): 1–18, connect Austen’s
use of free indirect discourse to something that determines consciousness—namely,
ideology—arguing that free indirect discourse channels not the thoughts of individual characters but is rather the novelistic parallel to “gossip.” They connect ideology, gossip, and free indirect discourse by arguing that both gossip and free
indirect discourse “function as forms par excellence of surveillance, and both serve
ultimately to locate the subject—characterological or political—within a seemingly
benign but ultimately coercive narrative or social matrix” (3–4). I briefly return to
Finch and Bowen’s approach to free indirect discourse and Frances Ferguson’s critique of this approach briefly in what follows.
42. On Balzac’s use of free indirect discourse, see especially Auerbach’s analysis
of Le Père Goriot (1834) in Mimesis, 468–74. Auerbach makes a compelling case that
the collective sentiment, rendered through free indirect discourse, that the
boarding-house owner Madame Vauquer should be pitied because she is of that class
of “women who have had troubles” and was not treated well by her husband is actually
the consequence of Madame Vauquer’s ability to manipulate a “harmony between
her person and what we (and Balzac too, occasionally) call her milieu” (470). For
George Eliot on the necessity of inferences for civilization, see what are apparently
Dorothea’s thoughts about Casaubon (“Here was a man who could understand the
higher inward life, and with whom there could be some spiritual communion; nay,
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one who could illuminate principle with the widest knowledge: a man whose learning almost amounted to a proof of whatever he believed!”), which are followed by
the narrator’s claim that “Dorothea’s inferences may seem large; but really life could
never have gone on at any period but for this liberal allowance of conclusions, which
has facilitated marriage under the difficulties of civilization.” Middlemarch: An
Authoritative Text, Backgrounds, Criticism, ed. Bert G. Hornsback (New York: Norton,
2000), 15. On the role of free indirect discourse in this passage, see Violeta Sotirova,
“Historical Transformations of Free Indirect Style,” in Stylistics: Prospect & Retrospect,
ed. D. L. Hoover and S. Lattig (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2007), 129–41.
43. Arendt, The Human Condition, 178.
44. Bruno Latour, Politics of Nature: How to Bring the Sciences into Democracy (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2004), 65, 66.
45. For an example of the latter claim, see Franco Moretti’s assertion that “not
much happens as long as free indirect style remains confined to Western Europe; at
most, we have the gradual, entropic drift from ‘reflective’ to ‘non-reflective’ consciousness: that is to say, from the sharp punctual utterances like those in Mansfield
Park, to Flaubert’s all- encompassing moods, where the character’s inner space is
unknowingly colonized by the commonplaces of public opinion.” Franco Moretti,
Graphs, Maps, Trees: Abstract Models for a Literary History (New York: Verso, 2005), 82.
46. On Balzac’s interest in milieu theory, see Auerbach, Mimesis, 474–82. Flaubert wrote in his December 15–16, 1866, letter to George Sand that he “believe[d]
that great Art is scientific and impersonal. What you have to do is to transport yourself, by an intellectual effort, into your Characters—not attract them to yourself.”
Flaubert–Sand: The Correspondence, trans. Francis Steegmuller and Barbara Bray (New
York: Knopf, 1993), 49. On Eliot’s interest in evolutionary sciences, see Gillian Beer,
Darwin’s Plots: Evolutionary Narrative in Darwin, George Eliot, and NineteenthCentury
Fiction (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009).
47. Miller, The Novel and the Police, 25; Finch and Bowen, “ ‘The Tittle-Tattle of
Highbury,’ ” 14.
48. One can fairly argue that nineteenth- century novels, by creating multiple
population models, thereby naturalized the idea of population itself. However, as I
discuss more explicitly in the previous chapter, population is an extraordinarily flexible concept and one that is moreover arguably antinormative, since the point of
using population concepts is generally to alter some aspect of the population.
49. My thanks to Amanda Jo Goldstein for this suggestion in her response to an
earlier version of this chapter.
50. Foucault described this active turn to passivity in volume 1 of The History of
Sexuality (New York: Pantheon, 1978), noting that with the rise of biopolitics, “one
might say that the ancient right to take life or let live was replaced by a power to foster life or disallow it to the point of death” (138).
51. For Dickens’s and Eliot’s engagements with statistics—and, by implication,
population—see Steinlight, “Dickens’s ‘Supernumeraries’ ”; Rosenthal, “The Large
Novel and the Law of Large Numbers”; and Caroline Levine, “The Enormity
Effect: Realist Fiction, Literary Studies, and the Refusal to Count,” Genre 50, no. 1
(2017): 59–75.
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4. Building Beaches: Global Flows, Romantic-Era Terraforming,
and the Anthropocene
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labor and land. The processes of enclosure and “improvement,” for example,
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local land rights associated with traditional commons so that large tracts of land
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40. Anna Letitia Barbauld, “A Summer Evening’s Meditation,” in Poems (London: Printed for Joseph Johnson, 1773), 136.
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Original Theory or New Hypothesis of the Universe, Founded upon the Laws of Nature, and
Solving by Mathematical Principles the General Phenomena of the Visible Creation (London: Printed for the Author, and sold by H. Chapelle, in Grosvenor- Street, 1750)
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Anxiety” (76). My thanks to Dahlia Porter for bringing both the Wright and Barbauld connections to my attention.
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Europe: Postcolonial Thought and Historical Difference (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2000), 8. Domenico Losurdo, Liberalism: A CounterHistory, trans.
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the arts (213; see also Chakrabarty’s stress on the importance of “parametric [that is,
boundary] conditions for the existence of institutions central to our idea of modernity and the meanings we derive from them,” 217). Baucom reads Chakrabarty as
focused solely on the extinction of the human species (“History 4°,” 140–41). Yet
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complexity of ecological processes, they nevertheless often lead to desires for a technocratic fix. This latter is exemplified in the conclusion of Crutzen’s seminal article
of 2002, in which he argued that a “daunting task lies ahead for scientists and engineers to guide society towards environmentally sustainable management during the
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projects, for instance to ‘optimize’ climate” (“Geology of Mankind,” 23). On geoengineering, see Davies, The Birth of the Anthropocene, 52–56; and Clive Hamilton,
Earthmasters: The Dawn of the Age of Climate Engineering (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2013).
48. Shelley’s vision of global transformation also avoids the primitivist or Rousseauvian premise that humans should “return” to some presumably better past state
of human relationships with one another and their natural environments. As a consequence, Shelley avoids the “fall from grace” paradigm that characterizes many
versions of the Anthropocene, that is, the premise that humans have become a force
of global environmental transformation only by transgressing the virtuous limits
within which all other plants and animals are contained. For a discussion of this
dimension of many versions of the Anthropocene, see Davies, The Birth of the
Anthropocene, 7, 25, 108. Dipesh Chakrabarty’s version of the fall is what he describes
as “ecological overshoot”: see, e.g., “The Politics of Climate Change Is More Than
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Critical Edition, ed. D. H. Reiman and N. Fraistat (New York: Norton, 1977), that
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which they inhabit into the universe of things. Poetry redeems from decay the visitations of the divinity in man” (505).
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are Red Mars (New York: Bantam, 1993), Green Mars (New York: Bantam, 1994), and
Blue Mars (New York: Bantam, 1994). At one level, the Mars trilogy is a scientifically
plausible account of how humans might terraform Mars over the course of several
centuries to make it habitable for humans. However, at a more fundamental level, it is
the story of the shipping network that links the politics, economics, and ecology of
Mars and Earth. Fredric Jameson’s powerful readings of Robinson’s trilogy in Archae
ologies of the Future: The Desire Called Utopia and Other Science Fictions (New York,
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or to fundamental transformations of human beings in Robinson’s series.
57. “Generation Starships,” Encyclopedia of Science Fiction, http://www.sf- encyclo
pedia.com/entry/generation_starships.
58. Though Robinson has the voyage last 160 years because of the plausible
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Nuclear Power, Transgenic Crops, Restored Wildlands, and Geoengineering Are Necessary
(New York: Penguin, 2010), which endorses the “ ‘seven generations’ approach to
future responsibility long credited to the Iroquois League” (79).
59. For example, phosphorus, which the inhabitants require for farming, has
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cycle might be located. Devi, the ship’s chief engineer, notes that “everyone gets
recycled into the system. There’s a lot of phosphorus in our bones that has to be
retrieved. In fact I wonder if the missing phosphorus is in people’s cremation ashes!
You’re only allowed to keep a pinch, but maybe it’s adding up.” Kim Stanley Robinson, Aurora (New York: Orbit, 2015), 102.
60. Malthus, An Essay on the Principle of Population, 369.
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64. See “Regeneration,” in Ephraim Chambers, Cyclopaedia: Or, an Universal Dic
tionary of Arts and Sciences, 4 vols. (London: Rivington et al., 1778).
65. This closing scene forms a pair with the water scene that opens the novel,
which describes Freya’s much more placid childhood sailing trip with her father on a
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66. As Amitav Ghosh notes in The Great Derangement: Climate Change and the
Unthinkable (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2016), “through much of human
history, people regarded the ocean with great wariness,” and even those peoples who
“made their living from the sea, through fishing or trade, generally did not build
large settlements on the water’s edge” but rather situated cities in areas “protected
from the open ocean by bays, estuaries, or deltaic river systems” (37). In The Lure of
the Sea: The Discovery of the Seaside in the Western World, 1750–1840 (Cambridge: Polity, 1994), Alain Corbin documents the fairly recent European discovery of the pleasures of seaside beaches. Robinson’s representation of the beach as a site of ecstatic
learning, rather than a place for habitation, links up well with this history of human
relationships to the sea.
67. Bill McKibben, Eaarth: Making a Life on a Tough New Planet (New York:
Time, 2010).
68. This is another way of approaching what Kathryn Yusoff captures, in the
title of her book, as the need for A Billion Black Anthropocenes (or None) (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 2018).
69. McKibben, Eaarth.
70. For further real-world examples, see the Anthropocene ToolKit website:
https://cissct.duke.edu/teaching-learning.
71. Brand, Whole Earth Discipline.

5. Liberalism and the Concept of the Collective Experiment
1. John Stuart Mill, On Liberty, in Collected Works of John Stuart Mill, ed. John M.
Robson (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1963–1991), 18:281. Mill also used
the phrase “experiments of living” (261).
2. Louis Lasagna, “A Plea for the ‘Naturalistic’ Study of Medicines,” European
Journal of Clinical Pharmacology 7 (1974): 153. More specifically, Lasagna proposed that
doctors would inform patients—now thought of more as autonomous consumers—
of the possible risks of such treatments, and each patient- consumer would “make his
own judgment” about whether to take the experimental drug. Louis Lasagna,
“Consensus among Experts: The Unholy Grail,” Perspectives in Biology and Medicine
19, no. 4 (1976): 547. On the neoliberal background of Lasagna’s proposal, see
Edward Nik-Khah, “Neoliberal Pharmaceutical Science and the Chicago School of
Economics,” Social Studies of Science 44, no. 4 (2014): 489–517.
3. On these developments, see Nikolas S. Rose, The Politics of Life Itself: Biomedi
cine, Power, and Subjectivity in the TwentyFirst Century (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2007), esp. 131–54. On population-level tissue- and data-gathering
protocols, see Robert Mitchell and Catherine Waldby, “National Biobanks: Clinical
Labour, Risk Production, and the Creation of Biovalue,” Science, Technology, and
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Human Values 35, no. 3 (2010): 330–55; and Robert Mitchell, “US Biobanking
Strategies and Biomedical Immaterial Labor,” Biosocieties 7, no. 3 (2012): 224–44. On
the more general development of population-level data-gathering techniques, see
Orit Halpern, Robert Mitchell, and Bernard Dionysius Geoghagen, “The Smartness
Mandate: Notes toward a Critique,” Grey Room 68 (2017): 106–29.
4. John Arbuthnot, Mr. Maitland’s Account of Inoculating the Smallpox Vindicated,
from Dr. Wagstaffe’s Misrepresentations of That Practice, with Some Remarks on Mr.
Massey’s Sermon (London: Printed and sold by J. Peele, at Lock’s Head in
Paternoster-Row, 1722), 2.
5. For discussion of Arbuthnot’s background and interest in the smallpox
inoculation debate, see Genevieve Miller, The Adoption of Inoculation for Smallpox in
England and France (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1957), 106–11;
and Andrea Alice Rusnock, Vital Accounts: Quantifying Health and Population in
Eighteenth Century England and France (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2002), 43–70.
6. Arbuthnot cites Mather’s use of the term “experiment” (36) and reproduces
Mather’s March 10, 1721/1722, “Letter from Boston in New England” (58–61). He
also cites Nettleton’s reference to smallpox inoculation as an experiment (56) and
reproduces Nettleton’s “A Letter from Dr. Nettleton, at Halifax in Yorkshire, to Dr.
Jurin, R. S. Secretary” (54–58).
7. Arbuthnot contended that “if the Doctor’s Aphorism, laid down . . . That an
Experiment, to make it useful, always must be nearly uniform; there must be no such
Thing as the Practice of Physick; unless by the Word nearly he allows a very great
Latitude” (14).
8. See Chapter 2 for more on political arithmetic.
9. Arbuthnot also suggests that “the same Odds wou’d be a sufficient prudential
Motive to any private Person to proceed upon, abstracting from the more occult and
abstruse Causes which seem to favour this Operation” (21).
10. Arbuthnot was relatively uninterested in why individuals might make different decisions about whether to be inoculated. He implied that differing judgments were based on differing assessments of the “Odds” (i.e., probability) of the
success of smallpox inoculation in preventing this disease. However, since he also
claimed that the ratios he provided in his text would convince any rational person to
be inoculated—“the same Odds wou’d be a sufficient prudential Motive to any
private Person to proceed upon” (21)—he implied that equivalently rational thinkers
would make the same decisions. Arbuthnot here exemplified a wider tendency of
eighteenth- century authors interested in probability to assume that all rational
thinkers would, when presented with the same evidence, draw the same conclusions;
see Lorraine Daston, Classical Probability in the Enlightenment (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1995), 49–58.
11. On the construction of what Rusnock calls a “correspondence network” in
the early eighteenth century for disseminating information about smallpox inoculation, see Vital Accounts, 55–70.
12. John Green, A Sermon Preached before His Grace George, Duke of Marlborough,
President, the VicePresidents, the Treasurer, &C. Of the Hospitals for the SmallPox. On
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Tuesday, April 26, 1763. By the Right Reverend FatherinGod John Lord Bishop of Lincoln
(London: Printed by H. Woodfall, in Paternoster-Row, 1763), 14.
13. As I document in Chapter 1, Green’s stress on the link between smallpox
inoculation and stable commerce was commonplace in the series of yearly sermons
that commemorated the founding of the smallpox hospital.
14. For Arbuthnot’s references to Newgate, see Mr. Maitland’s Account, 23–25. On
the importance of Newgate prison tests for the British inoculation effort, see Miller,
The Adoption of Inoculation, 80–91; and Rusnock, Vital Accounts, 30. Colonial slaves
were also among the early test subjects, which further complicates the question of
rights and choice; Miller, The Adoption of Inoculation, 93, 125, 164.
15. Miller, The Adoption of Inoculation, 23, 267–76, argues that the fact that the
British aristocracy was much more supportive of smallpox inoculation efforts than
the French aristocracy was a key reason for the early adoption of smallpox inoculation in Britain and its much later adoption in France.
16. On Burke as a conservative, see Isaac Kramnick, The Rage of Edmund Burke:
Portrait of an Ambivalent Conservative (New York: Basic Books, 1977); and Daniel I.
O’Neill, Edmund Burke and the Conservative Logic of Empire (Oakland: University of
California Press, 2016); on Burke as a liberal, see J. G. A. Pocock, “The Political
Economy of Burke’s Analysis of the French Revolution,” in Virtue, Commerce, and
History: Essays on Political Thought and History, Chiefly in the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 193–212; Yuval Levin, The Great Debate:
Edmund Burke, Thomas Paine, and the Birth of Right and Left (New York: Basic Books,
2014); and Domenico Losurdo, Liberalism: A CounterHistory, trans. Gregory Elliott
(New York: Verso, 2011). As O’Neill points out, readings of Burke as a liberal generally focus on his support for the American colonists and on his strictures against
government overreach, while readings of him as a conservative tend to focus on his
claims in Reflections on the Revolution in France for the importance of tradition and
stable social hierarchies (8). Yet most of these readings of Burke as primarily a liberal
or conservative nevertheless also stress the difficulty of applying these categories disjunctively. For Kramnick, for example, Burke is an “ambivalent conservative,” while
for Levin, he is a “conservative liberal.” From the perspective that I develop in this
chapter, Losurdo provides the most useful approach to the question of Burke’s
political allegiances, for he clarifies that liberalism has always presumed a hierarchical division between the small number of those who are worthy of freedom
(and who must thus be protected from government overreach) and the much greater
number of uncivilized humans who are not worthy of freedom (and who must be
under direct and often violent government control).
17. Edmund Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France, and on the Proceedings in
Certain Societies in London Relative to That Event. In a Letter Intended to Have Been Sent
to a Gentleman in Paris (London: Printed for J. Dodsley, in Pall-Mall, 1790), 44–45.
18. Burke did not dispute the existence of “rights of men” but argued that they
should never be considered abstractly: “These metaphysic rights entering into common life, like rays of light which pierce into a dense medium, are, by the laws of
nature, refracted from their strait line. Indeed, in the gross and complicated mass of
human passions and concerns, the primitive rights of men undergo such a variety of
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refractions and reflections, that it becomes absurd to talk of them as if they continued in the simplicity of their original direction” (Reflections, 90–91). For an acute
analysis of Burke’s account of the rights of man, see James K. Chandler, Wordsworth’s
Second Nature: A Study of the Poetry and Politics (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1984), 32–35.
19. Though my focus is different than Pocock’s, my argument resonates with his
claim in “The Political Economy of Burke’s Analysis of the French Revolution” that
though Burke, like Hume and Smith, promoted a liberal, Whig order of commercial
relations, Burke saw the latter as dependent upon a more primary foundation of
“manners.”
20. This is highlighted by the importance of Burke for nineteenth- century liberals; see Losurdo, Liberalism: A CounterHistory, 37–38, 54, 59, 62–63, 130–33.
21. Or, as Mill put it on the first page of his text (On Liberty, 217), he sought to
establish “the nature and limits of the power which can be legitimately exercised by
society over the individual.”
22. Mill was equally concerned with legal constraints and the stultifying effects
of “opinion,” contending “protection . . . against the tyranny of the magistrate is not
enough: there needs protection also against the tyranny of the prevailing opinion
and feeling; against the tendency of society to impose, by other means than civil
penalties, its own ideas and practices as rules of conduct on those who dissent from
them; to fetter the development, and, if possible, prevent the formation, of any individuality not in harmony with its ways, and compel all characters to fashion themselves upon the model of its own. There is a limit to the legitimate interference of
collective opinion with individual independence: and to find that limit, and maintain it against encroachment, is as indispensable to a good condition of human
affairs, as protection against political despotism.” On Liberty, 219–20.
23. Though Mill did not explain his choice of the word “experiment” in On Lib
erty, he could have been certain, given his important earlier work on the philosophy
of science in A System of Logic (1843), that contemporary readers would have understood his use of the term as having a quasi- scientific sense. On Mill’s debate with
William Whewell over the nature of the scientific method and the progress of
science, see Laura J. Snyder, Reforming Philosophy: A Victorian Debate on Science and
Society (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2006).
24. Or, as Mill wrote in On Liberty, “A person whose desires and impulses are
his own—are the expression of his own nature, as it has been developed and modified by his own culture—is said to have a character” (264). For reflections on the
relationship between liberalism and Mill’s concept of character, see Elaine Hadley,
Living Liberalism: Practical Citizenship in MidVictorian Britain (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 2010), 70–106.
25. Mill, On Liberty, 260–61.
26. Mill (On Liberty, 224) stressed that he foregoes “any advantage which could
be derived to my argument from the idea of abstract right, as a thing independent of
utility. I regard utility as the ultimate appeal on all ethical questions; but it must be
utility in the largest sense, grounded on the permanent interests of man as a progressive being.”
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27. As a professed utilitarian, Mill held that progress resulted when collective
happiness increased. However, that answer raises the question of what enabled happiness to increase, and the answer to that latter question seems to have been an
increase in knowledge and individuality.
28. Mill thus lamented the fact that, in the past, it has more often been the case
that “one partial and incomplete truth” has “substitute[d] . . . for another,” with
“improvement” then being limited to the fact that “the new fragment of truth is
more wanted, more adapted to the needs of the time, than that which it displaces.”
On Liberty, 252–53.
29. Mill, On Liberty, 215; see Wilhelm von Humboldt, The Limits of State Action
(Indianapolis, IN: Liberty Fund, 1993), 48. Mill referred to this text as Sphere and
Duties of Government. Though Humboldt composed Ideen zu einem Versuch die Gren
zen der Wirksamkeit des Staats zu bestimmen (Ideas toward an attempt to determine the
limits of the activity of the state) in 1791–1792, only short parts of the text were published in 1792 in the Berlinische Monatsschrift, and the text as a whole did not appear
before Humboldt’s death in 1835. The full version of the text first appeared in the
1852 German collected works of Humboldt and was translated into English in 1854,
and this latter was the text that Mill consulted. For accounts of the composition and
publishing history of Humboldt’s text, see J. W. Burrow’s introduction to Humboldt, The Limits of State Action, xvii–lviii; and David Sorkin, “Wilhelm von Humboldt: The Theory and Practice of Self-Formation (Bildung), 1791–1810,” Journal of
the History of Ideas 44, no. 1 (1983): 55–73.
30. Mill, On Liberty, 261; Mill’s quotations are drawn from Chapter II (“Of the
individual man, and the highest ends of his existence”) of Humboldt’s The Limits of
State Action (10, 12).
31. Johann Gottfried Herder, “On the Cognition and Sensation of the Human
Soul (1778),” in Philosophical Writings (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2002), 236.
32. On the importance of both Leibniz and Pietism for Humboldt, see Ernst
Lichtenstein, Zur Entwicklung des Bildungsbegriffs von Meister Eckhart bis Hegel (Heidelberg: Quelle & Meyer, 1966), 22–25; Sorkin, “Wilhelm von Humboldt,” 59–68;
and Paul R. Sweet, “Young Wilhelm von Humboldt’s Writings (1789–93) Reconsidered,” Journal of the History of Ideas 34, no. 3 (1973): 471. In The German Tradition
of Self Cultivation: “Bildung” from Humboldt to Thomas Mann (London: Cambridge
University Press, 1975), Walter Horace Bruford also stresses the importance of the
Stoic ideal of self- sufficiency for Humboldt (1, 14). While Humboldt’s interest in
Leibniz and the Stoics encouraged his interest in self- development (Bildung), neither
source explains Humboldt’s equal emphasis on the need to pursue Bildung through
engagement with others. As Sorkin puts it, for Humboldt “self-formation . . .
requires social bonds,” yet both Leibniz’s monadology and Stoicism rejected precisely these kinds of bonds (59). For Leibniz, monads are “windowless” (the
“Monads have no windows through which anything can come in or go out”), and
so each monad strove toward its perfection or entelechy alone, with any apparent
coordination and cooperation among monads the consequence of a harmony
among monads preestablished by God. Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, “Monadology,”
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trans. George Montgomery, in Discourse on Metaphysics; Correspondence with Arnauld;
Monadology (La Salle, IL: Open Court, 1902), 252, 262. For the Stoics, the goal of
self- sufficiency required that social bonds be eliminated as much as possible. Humboldt’s emphasis on the necessity of social bonds for self-formation is thus better
explained through his uptake of the Pietist vision that I explain in what follows.
33. On the importance of individual diversity and conversations for the Pietists,
see James Daryl Clowes, “ ‘Of Art and Women I Had No Knowledge’: The Development of Schleiermacher’s Understanding of Cognition, Self Identity, Community
and Gender,” PhD diss., University of Washington, 1996, 38–44; and Koppel S. Pinson, Pietism as a Factor in the Rise of German Nationalism (New York: Columbia University Press, 1934), 60–90.
34. Mill, On Liberty, 267.
35. Mill’s invocation of the language of genius here is in tension with his rejection, in other texts, of any kind of innate, unalterable differences among individuals.
He contended in “Utility of Religion” (1874), for example, that “the power of education is almost boundless: there is not one natural inclination which is not strong
enough to coerce, and if needful, to destroy by disuse.” John Stuart Mill, “Utility of
Religion,” in Collected Works of John Stuart Mill, ed. John M. Robson (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1963–1991), 10:409. Mill was in this text a typical political
economist, and his “views especially echo those of Adam Smith,” who had argued
in The Wealth of Nations that “differences in talent” were not innate but the result of
the division of labor. Diane B. Paul and Benjamin Day, “John Stuart Mill, Innate
Differences, and the Regulation of Reproduction,” Studies in History and Philosophy
of Biological and Biomedical Sciences 39 (2008): 223. For Smith’s original articulation of
this claim, see Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of
Nations, ed. R. H. Campbell and A. S. Skinner (Indianapolis, IN: Liberty Fund,
1981), 1:28. From this perspective, diversity among individuals was a consequence of
the necessary difference in circumstances among individuals; that is, “the real effective education of a people is given them by the circumstances by which they are surrounded”: John Stuart Mill, “The Condition of Ireland [20],” in Collected Works of
John Stuart Mill, ed. John M. Robson (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1963–
1991), 24:955. Hayek adopts and makes central to his theory of knowledge the nearly
identical claim that individual diversity is a consequence of the physical separation of
individuals from one another.
36. While both Hayek and von Mises originally argued this claim in articles
intended for other economists, Hayek also made it the centerpiece of his manifestolike defense of liberalism, The Road to Serfdom, which became a rallying point for
neoliberals throughout the twentieth century.
37. Friedrich A. von Hayek, The Road to Serfdom: Text and Documents (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2007), 100.
38. Friedrich A. von Hayek, “The Use of Knowledge in Society,” American Eco
nomic Review 35, no. 4 (1945): 519.
39. That is, competition is the most “efficient” means of planning, since it makes
the “full[est] use of the existing knowledge.” Hayek, “The Use of Knowledge in
Society,” 521.
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40. Hayek made essentially the same claim in The Road to Serfdom, 95.
41. As I noted in Chapter 2, Hayek explicitly connected his claims about the
wisdom of markets to evolutionary biology and to Ernst Mayr in the 1980s.
42. In The Road to Serfdom, Hayek’s ambivalent neo-Burkean description of the
market—it was a tradition, the essence of which must be respected but could also
be consciously optimized—led to an equally ambivalent neo-Burkean concept of
experimentation. Hayek tended to align “experimentation” with government planning and suggested that this led to totalitarianism. See The Road to Serfdom, 45, 51,
14, 196. Yet as I have noted, Hayek also presented the market as itself the product of
something like Burke’s mode of unconscious, collective, long-term
experimentation.
43. Hayek, The Road to Serfdom, 46.
44. Winch astutely describes neoliberalism as “the belief that an harmonious
relationship can be established between Smithian economic liberalism and Burkean
conservatism,” in the sense that, “by combining the two positions one arrives at a
spontaneous economic order that is the unintended outcome of individual choices,
and a legal and governmental regime that respects custom and tradition while being
protective of those ‘little platoons’—the family, the Church, and other voluntary
associations—that are thought to be essential to social cohesion and even nationhood,” and points to Hayek as “the most influential exponent of this view.” Donald
Winch, Riches and Poverty: An Intellectual History of Political Economy in Britain, 1750–
1834 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 11, 12n23. Though I agree
with both this description of neoliberalism and the importance of Hayek, my
account seeks to explain how Hayek, by taking seriously the importance of the role
of information for the concept of collective experimentation, entwined the Smithian
and Burkean positions in a way that was not simply arbitrary or contradictory.
45. Hayek, “The Use of Knowledge in Society,” 526.
46. In the introduction to The Road to Serfdom, Hayek argued against the belief
that German intellectual history was intrinsically antiliberal and oriented toward the
sort of authoritarian state exemplified by National Socialism. Such a position “overlooks the fact that, when eighty years ago John Stuart Mill was writing his great essay
On Liberty, he drew his inspiration, more than from any other men, from two Germans—Goethe and Wilhelm von Humboldt” (61). Hayek proposed that the German
authoritarian vision first emerged in philosophers such as Fichte (182–83), which suggests that Hayek’s neoliberalism should be understood as an attempt to reclaim a “liberal” mode of German Romanticism or, at least, German late-eighteenth-century
philosophy. For a contrary reading, in which Humboldt and Fichte are both part of
the German liberal tradition, which latter is opposed to German Romanticism
proper, see Frederick C. Beiser, Enlightenment, Revolution, and Romanticism: The Gene
sis of Modern German Political Thought, 1790–1800 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1992).
47. Mill, On Liberty, 292–93.
48. Hayek, The Road to Serfdom, 125, 126.
49. Foucault captured this aspect in his suggestion that neoliberalism demands
that each individual become an “entrepreneur of himself ” (The Birth of Biopolitics:
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Lectures at the Collège de France, 1978–79, trans. Graham Burchell, ed. Michel Senellart
[New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008], 226), a phrase that captured the attention of
many critics. See, e.g., Philip Mirowski, Never Let a Serious Crisis Go to Waste: How
Neoliberalism Survived the Financial Meltdown (New York: Verso, 2014), 93–102; and
Wendy Brown, Undoing the Demos: Neoliberalism’s Stealth Revolution (New York:
Zone, 2015), 79–11. Foucault’s description is accurate, but I would stress the close
connection between Mill’s earlier concept of experiments in living and the neoliberal concept of an entrepreneurship of the self. The latter is, in essence, what happens to the concept of experiments in living when these are understood as
necessarily market based.
50. Even if Mill’s stress on the rarity of genius underscored aspects of individuality that were not the result of conscious choice, his concept of the genius nevertheless presumed that an individual chose to work hard to express his or her innate
endowments.
51. See, for example, Mitchell and Waldby, “National Biobanks,” and Mitchell,
“US Biobanking Strategies.”
52. Ulrich Beck, Risk Society: Towards a New Modernity, trans. Mark Ritter (London: Sage, 1992), 19.
53. In subsequent work, Beck addressed the fact that risks are often inequitably
distributed, though he reiterated the necessarily global dimension of modern risks;
see Ulrich Beck, World at Risk, trans. Ciaran Cronin (Malden, MA: Polity, 2009),
160–86.
54. See Lasagna, “Consensus among Experts.” This emphasis on disunity among
experts was also stressed by Arbuthnot.
55. Beck stressed that risk determinations function in this way not when groups
oppose science but rather when they link science to their own values and aspirations:
“Risk consciousness is neither a traditional nor a lay person’s consciousness, but is
essentially determined by and oriented toward science. For, in order to recognize
risks at all and make them the reference point of one’s own thought and action, it is
necessary on principle that invisible causality relationships between objectively, temporally, and spatially very divergent conditions, as well as more or less speculative
projections, be believed, that they be immunized against the objections that are always
possible. . . . One no longer ascends merely from personal experience to general
judgments, but rather general knowledge devoid of personal experience becomes the
central determinant of personal experience.” Risk Society, 72.
56. For a chilling account of the neoliberal use of the lack of consensus among
experts to pursue specific promarket agendas, see Mirowski, Never Let a Serious Crisis
Go to Waste, 223–30. Mirowski builds on Robert Proctor’s concept of “agnotology”
(the uses of ignorance) developed in Robert Proctor and Londa L. Schiebinger,
Agnotology: The Making and Unmaking of Ignorance (Stanford, CA: Stanford University
Press, 2008); and Robert Proctor, Golden Holocaust: Origins of the Cigarette Catastrophe
and the Case for Abolition (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2011). See also
Naomi Oreskes and Erik M. Conway, Merchants of Doubt: How a Handful of Scientists
Obscured the Truth on Issues from Tobacco Smoke to Global Warming (New York:
Bloomsbury, 2010).
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57. To put this another way, what remains unclear in Beck’s account is whether
the final values established by communities must ultimately be subordinated to
scientific knowledge, such as research about global warming. Though Beck
addressed this point in World Risk Society, his advocacy of what he describes there
alternately as “reflexive realism” and “realist constructivism” (88–89) does not solve
the problem. However, insofar as Beck suggested that it “requires crass ignorance or
decidedly selective vision to overlook the link between an ominously rising temperature curve and increasing greenhouse gas emissions” (92), he seemed to assume
that ultimate values about how a group wishes to live must be subordinated to climate science research. My thanks to Jamie Lorimer for discussion about this point.
58. The Road to Serfdom was Hayek’s most influential effort to prove that failure
to hew narrowly to liberalism led to National Socialist– or Stalinist- style totalitarianism. Foucault discussed National Socialism briefly in The History of Sexuality (New
York: Pantheon, 1978), 149–50, and noted the obsessive neoliberal focus on totalitarianism in The Birth of Biopolitics, 101–21.
59. Mill, On Liberty, 217–18.
60. Roberto Esposito, Bíos: Biopolitics and Philosophy, trans. Timothy Campbell
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2008), 71.
61. For helpful discussion of the relationship of Esposito’s approach to immunity
to those of other contemporary theorists such as Niklas Luhmann, Peter Sloterdijk,
Donna Haraway, and Jacques Derrida, see Timothy C. Campbell, Improper Life: Tech
nology and Biopolitics from Heidegger to Agamben (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2011); and Cary Wolfe, Before the Law: Humans and Other Animals in a
Biopolitical Frame (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2013), esp. 38, 90–94.
62. Arbuthnot, Mr. Maitland’s Account, 35. While Arbuthnot’s text implies that
in cases of Pestilence, the state compels individuals to act in ways that facilitate the
survival of most members of the population, the state could presumably also legitimately choose other criteria, such as ensuring the survival of the “most valuable”
members of the population. In Third Person: Politics of Life and Philosophy of the
Impersonal, trans. Zakiya Hanafi (Malden: Polity, 2012), Roberto Esposito—building on Foucault’s brief account of the intersection of race and biopolitics in The
History of Sexuality—tracks the emergence of precisely this kind of racial hygienic
logic in nineteenth- century European biology, philosophy, anthropology, and linguistics (20–59).
63. Beck, Risk Society, 58.
64. Or, as Beck puts it in Risk Society, “acceptable values [for contaminants] make
possible a permanent ration of collective standardized poisoning,” and in this sense, one is
“no longer concerned with questions of ethics at all but with how far one of the
most minimal rules of social life—not to poison each other—may be violated” (65).
65. On neoliberalism as a constructivism rather than a naturalism, see Mirowski,
Never Let a Serious Crisis Go to Waste, 53–57.
66. On this link between the concepts of experience and experiment, see the
entry on “Experience” in Raymond Williams, Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and
Society, rev. ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2015), 126–29. I also discuss
the relationship between these terms in Robert Mitchell, Experimental Life: Vitalism
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in Romantic Science and Literature (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press,
2014).
67. Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition, 2nd ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), 57.
68. Michel Foucault, “The Risks of Security,” in The Essential Works of Fou
cault, 1954–1984, vol. 3: Power, ed. James D. Faubion (New York: The New Press,
2000), 366.

6. Life, Self-Regulation, and the Liberal Imagination
1. Michel Foucault, Society Must Be Defended: Lectures at the Collège de France,
1975–76, trans. David Macey (New York: Picador, 2003), 239–64; Michel Foucault,
Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1977–78, trans. Graham
Burchell, ed. Michel Senellart (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 29–53, 333–
61; Michel Foucault, The Birth of Biopolitics: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1978–79,
trans. Graham Burchell, ed. Michel Senellart (New York: Palgrave Macmillan,
2008), 129–57.
2. Foucault, Security, Territory, Population, 29–49.
3. Antoine Laurent Lavoisier and Armand Seguin, Premier mémoire sur la transpira
tion des animaux, in Œuvres de Lavoisier: Publiées par les soins de son excellence le Ministre
de l’instruction publique et des cultes (Paris: Imprimerie impériale, 1862), 2:713. On the
Regulator movement, see William S. Powell, ed., The Regulators in North Carolina: A
Documentary History, 1759–1776 (Raleigh: State Department of Archives and History,
1971). Mary Wollstonecraft, A Vindication of the Rights of Woman: With Strictures on
Political and Moral Subjects (London: Printed for J. Johnson, No. 72, St. Paul’s Church
Yard, 1792), 36; Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, Frankenstein, or, the Modern Prometheus,
3rd ed., ed. David Lorne Macdonald and Kathleen Dorothy Scherf (Peterborough:
Broadview, 2012), 52.
4. Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice (New York: Penguin, 1972), 198.
5. As a consequence of space considerations, I consider only “theoretical” (e.g.,
economic and philosophical) Romantic- era texts in this chapter. For discussion of
ways that the discourse of regulation bears on Romantic- era poems and novels, see
Robert Mitchell, “Regulating Life: Romanticism, Science, and the Liberal Imagination,” European Romantic Review 29, no. 3 (2018): 275–93; and Robert Mitchell,
“Frankenstein and the Sciences of Self-Regulation,” forthcoming.
6. Jon Mee, Romanticism, Enthusiasm, and Regulation: Poetics and the Policing of Cul
ture in the Romantic Period (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005); D. A. Miller,
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